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Honeymoons in Rajasthan
If forts, palaces, tales of epic romances and brave warrior
clans are what get your pulse racing, you’ll love Rajasthan!
While the large Rajasthani cities have their fair share of forts,
palaces and havelis, it’s not unusual to find even little towns with
a small fort or haveli. Rajasthanis, rural and urban, are proud of their heritage and Rajasthan
is by far India’s most aristocratic state. Heck, even my alma mater (Mayo College, Ajmer) had
the look and feel of a palace complex and was for decades the preferred institution for princes!
Life in Rajasthan, notwithstanding numerous examples of wealth and opulence, has been hard,
primarily because the Thar desert occupies a large part of Rajasthan and large portions of the
land is not conducive to farming. But, the people are hardy and have adapted to surviving even
in the desert. One of the highlights of any visit to the desert region is the chance to experience
how various tribes and communities have lived conquered the harsh environment.
But, Rajasthan is not all sand and scrub; it also has pockets of fertile regions that are home to
teeming wildlife reserves and national parks.
With Jaipur, Udaipur, Jodhpur, Jaisalmer and Bikaner each offering something unique, you’ll be
spoilt for choice when it comes to choosing where to start your honeymoon! And, when you’re
done with the big cities, try quirky little cities like Ajmer, Alwar and the Shekawati region, for
example.
There’s far more to Rajasthan than can be covered in our minibrochure but we hope you find it useful. Of course, we’re happy to
answer questions and make suggestions.

Best time to Honeymoon in Rajasthan:

Late October to Mid-March

Ideal For:

Couples who relish the idea of experiencing India’s only “desert
state” and its mix of palaces, forts, wildlife, tribal cultures, rural
communities and laid-back cities; couples who seek a royal aura
and ambience; couples who enjoy the outdoors…but also enjoy
being spoilt and pampered.

About us
Vishni Weddings & Honeymoons is a subsidiary of UKbased Druveeniya Events Ltd.
We like to think of ourselves as a tiny company that can
conjure (we deliberately chose that verb as we believe
honeymoons should be magical) up the perfect honeymoon
in India. The fact that they’re free to clients who organise
their weddings with us is a bonus. Why bother with a
proverbial (and non-existent) free lunch when you can have
a very real free honeymoon (terms and conditions apply, of
course)!

Why choose VW&H?
» As we’re a UK-registered and insured company,
our clients are afforded the full protection of the UK’s
consumer protection legislation.
» We’re fully insured by Hiscox and we’re represented by Harbottle & Lewis in the U.K,
Amineddoleh & Associates in the U.S. and WeirFoulds in Canada. We maintain the very
highest standards of compliance and transparency in the way we conduct our business.
In fact, we’re so confident of our professionalism that we encourage prospective clients to
first shop around to see if they can find a wedding & honeymoon organiser anywhere in the
world that matches our observance of best practices.
» We and our Indian partners have over 50 years’ worth of collective experience in the travel
industry, especially in India but we would never claim to be “experts”. There’s no such
thing as an expert when it comes to India; the country’s too large and diverse. Despite our
experience, we’re constantly discovering new attractions in India and we can’t wait to share
them with you!

What other services do you offer?
» We might be a small company but we offer a wide array of services. For
example, we can assist with choosing locations, designing cards and
gifts, websites etc.
» We don’t just organise weddings…we also organise
(tasteful!) bachelor and bachelorette parties that your
mums, dads, uncles, aunties and grandparents
would enjoy (like we said earlier, “family-centric”).
If you have a favourite DJ or
band let us know and
we’ll try and get
them for your
event/s.
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Business Hours: We take your wedding plans very seriously
so we’re open ‘til late (8pm), seven days a week.

